Activity Type
Interactive reading, writing and spelling exercise

Language Focus
Parts of the body

Aim
To answer quiz questions about parts of the body.

Preparation
Send each student a copy of the interactive worksheet.

Level
Pre-intermediate (A2)

Time
25 minutes

Introduction
In this interactive worksheet, students answer quiz questions about parts of the body.

Procedure
Tell the students to read the quiz questions (clues) and write their answers in the spaces provided.

When the students have finished, read each clue in turn and elicit the correct answer and spelling from the students.

Answer key
1. legs
2. ears
3. teeth
4. tongue
5. hair
6. nails
7. heart
8. lungs
9. waist
10. wrist
11. eyes
12. knees
13. stomach
14. toes
15. head
16. feet
17. mouth
18. muscles
19. nose
20. finger
21. elbow
22. thumbs
23. forehead
24. back
25. neck

Students score one point for the correct answer and one point for the correct spelling.

The student with the most points at the end wins the quiz.